Challenge: AI complexity and long service life
Artificial intelligence (AI) capabilities are widely recognized as a tool to help streamline radiology workflows—and reduce the radiologist’s workload. Many hospitals have already deployed AI-enabled solutions to automate medical image segmentation and labeling, but these solutions often rely on edge servers with expensive GPUs or other discrete accelerator cards. These devices must also undergo lengthy certification processes prior to deployment and are expected to stay in service for an extended period of time. In order to take full advantage of AI capabilities at the edge, healthcare IT providers need a flexible solution that is cost efficient and offers long-life availability.

Solution: IoT server boards with AI acceleration built in
With these requirements in mind, DFI, a global provider of embedded computing solutions, developed the ICX610-C621A server board enabled by 3rd Gen Intel® Xeon® Scalable processors. This flexible platform allows system integrators to design custom, powerful, and more-secure AI-enabled solutions for medical environments while supporting other use cases like industrial manufacturing. With integrated AI acceleration technologies like Intel® Deep Learning Boost (Intel® DL Boost) on the CPU, customers can deploy edge servers with the ICX610-C621A board as a cost-effective advancement over GPU-heavy solutions and still drive valuable and uniform medical-scan labeling to streamline radiologist workflows. “We chose 3rd Gen Intel Xeon Scalable processors because of their advanced features and higher performance. More performance means more expansion, more add-in cards, more flexibility,” says Ken Lin, senior product manager at DFI.
The ICX610-C621A server board supports Intel Xeon Scalable processor SKUs with long-life availability, so hospitals can rely on product availability for years after their initial deployment.

Fast AI inference on images in medical and industrial applications
The 3rd Gen Intel Xeon processors deliver up to 1.56x improvement in AI inference for image classification compared to the previous generation. Lin also comments that DFI has been building AI systems using Intel® architecture for years, stating, “Most of our systems and motherboards are already powered by Intel® CPUs. This allowed us to leverage existing CPU-based infrastructure to run AI inference workloads.”
technologies such as Intel® Advanced Vector Extensions 512 (Intel® AVX-512) help increase the performance of inference workloads on Intel architecture.

Intel DL Boost leverages Vector Neural Network Instructions (VNNI), an extension of Intel AVX-512 that improves performance by combining three instructions into one. This offers a dramatic speed increase for targeted workloads, including image recognition, image segmentation, and object detection that are common to AI-assisted medical image analysis. It can also apply to any industrial use case that involves analyzing visual data.

Figure 1. The ICX610-C621A is a foundational board to support medical, industrial, or other use cases for deep learning.

How it works

The ICX610-C621A server board with 3rd Gen Intel Xeon Scalable processors is built for edge server deployments. In hospital environments, the ICX610-C621A can be deployed in appliances at the IoT edge, integrated with medical scanners and equipment like MRI/CT machines, or implemented in nearby edge servers. With this offering, DFI customers get access to an Intel-enabled line of server boards with robust, power-efficient performance, high memory capacity, and PCIe 4.0 connectivity. System integrators (SIs) and solution providers can use this board with a broad selection of add-in cards to customize their portfolio while supporting deep learning and visual inspection use cases. DFI also offers guidance and expertise to help system builders configure their APIs and operating systems for the ICX610-C621A board and can optimize drivers, firmware, and BIOS settings for seamless functionality.

Why Intel Xeon Scalable processors?

Equipment manufacturers are looking for a single high-performing system that can support a wide variety of use cases. The 3rd Gen Intel Xeon Scalable platform does exactly that. The platform provides a high core count\(^4\) and 1.46x average performance gains vs. the prior generation,\(^6\) with an expansive set of technology features that enable a variety of use cases. These improvements are essential to DFI, which provides embedded computing hardware to clients in several industries all over the world. But the most important feature in the 3rd Gen Intel Xeon Scalable processor family is support for more PCIe 4.0 lanes. "This platform supports up to 64 lanes of PCIe 4.0 per socket, which allowed us to build three PCIe 4.0 16-pin slots into the ICX610-C621A server board," Lin states. (The server board also supports two 8-pin PCIe 4.0 slots.) This flexibility allows system architects to customize their solutions with the ideal combination of add-in cards.

For example, if an end customer needs additional AI inference performance at the edge, a system integrator can use the ICX610-C621A server board to plug in multiple GPUs with a direct PCIe 4.0 connection to the processor. More PCIe 4.0 lanes are an important factor to solution providers, in part because the majority of the deployments that DFI sees use a minimum of 3x 16-pin slots. In the 3rd Gen Intel Xeon Scalable platform, these are dedicated PCIe lanes for I/O operations. This platform uses Intel® Ultra Path Interconnect (Intel® UPI) for socket-to-socket communication, so platform controller hub (PCH) signal traffic doesn’t use up valuable PCIe lanes. “The common use case is two capture cards to capture the image, with one GPU to support AI inference on 4K image scans,” Lin says. “If we don’t have the minimum of three slots, then solution builders would need to pick a dual-processor board.” As a result, system builders who choose the ICX610-C621A can benefit from reduced hardware costs with a simpler single-socket configuration compared to a dual-socket board.

For workloads and configurations, visit intel.com/performanceindex. Results may vary.
Security all the way down to the silicon

Data security is critical for hospitals in protecting patient confidentiality. 3rd Gen Intel Xeon Scalable processors provide hardware-enabled security features that help create a foundation of trust in the silicon. Intel® Total Memory Encryption (Intel® TME) enables full memory encryption, and Intel® Software Guard Extensions (Intel® SGX) isolate data in memory to help defend against malware and privilege-escalation cyberattacks.

Long-life availability

Healthcare institutions may keep appliances and equipment in service for several years beyond typical technology refresh cycles. Long-life availability is important to end customers for ongoing support, service, and replacements; to increase the value from equipment certifications; and to integrate new deployments seamlessly. Select SKUs in the 3rd Gen Intel Xeon Scalable processor family come with long-life availability, specifically for IoT use cases where longevity is a top priority.

Recognition and stability with Intel partnership

The global market for AI in healthcare solutions is expected to grow to USD 31.3 billion by 2025, at a CAGR of 41.5 percent. Although use cases involving image segmentation and object recognition can help improve clinician efficiency, technological complexity and the high cost of performant, efficient IoT edge systems for AI are a high barrier to entry for many healthcare providers. Embedded solutions powered by DFI and Intel can provide a path for healthcare system integrators to enable new capabilities for their customers.

Throughout their decades-long partnership with Intel, DFI has taken advantage of Intel’s Early Access Program to help align their portfolio of offerings with new product announcements. “Ninety percent of our customers already know Intel platforms,” Lin says. “Sometimes they come to us for dedicated Intel products and the latest Intel offering. That’s really helped us to do our business.” DFI also benefits from Intel guidance and expertise with training for new technologies and quick answers via Intel® Premier Support. This has led to more-stable, more-reliable products overall. Lin says, “I can see our partnership growing as we work on more designs together.”

Figure 2. The ICX610-C621A offers 3x 16-pin PCIe 4.0 slots and 2x 8-pin PCIe 4.0 slots for greater customization.
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ICX610-C621A from DFI
This edge server board for AI IoT deployments allows for greater customization with support for more accelerator cards and higher CPU performance from 3rd Gen Intel Xeon Scalable processors.
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3rd Gen Intel Xeon Scalable processors
With IoT SKUs available, 3rd Gen Intel Xeon Scalable processors deliver higher performance and memory bandwidth and more PCIe 4.0 lanes for more-customizable deployments.
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About DFI
Founded in 1981 and based in Taiwan, DFI is a global provider of embedded computing solutions that focus on exceptional reliability and long-term life cycles across multiple industries.
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